Physics Knowledge Map - Waves and Energy Transfer
Light Waves

Light is a transverse
wave that travels in
straight lines.

Light is reflected off
of light coloured or
shiny objects
because very little
light is absorbed by
the object..
Very little light is
reflected by dark
objects as most of
the light is absorbed
by the object.

Reflection and
refraction
Reflection happens
when light hits a shiny
surface. The light is
reflected from the
surface at the same
angle it hits the
surface at.

Refraction happens
when light travfels
from one transparent
substance to another.
The change in density
from one substance to
another makes the
light change direction
slightly.

A spectrum is formed
when white light is
shone into a prism.
The different colours
of light that make up
white light change
direction slightly
differently making a
rainbow appear.

The colours formed in
a spectrum are Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green,
Blue, Indigo and
Violet. They always
appear in this order.

Colour
absorbsion

Longitudinal
waves

When white light hits
an object different
colours are absorbed.
A blue surface absorbs
all the colours except
blue so the light
reflected off is blue

A longitudinal wave
transfers energy from
one particle to another
in the same direction
as the direction of the
wave travel.

The speed of a wave is
calculated by
multiplying the
frequency and
wavelength of a wave.
If 5 waves a second go
past the frequency is
5Hz, if the wavelength
is 0.5m the speed of
the wave will be 0.5 x
5 = 2.5m/s

Changes of
state

Energy in food

When a solid is heated
it melts turning into a
liquid.

The amount of energy
in food is measured in
kJ or Calories.

When a liquid is
heated it evaporates
turning into gas.

The amount of energy
in a food source can
be measured by using
a calorimetry
experiment. The food
is burnt under a fixed
volume of water and
the temperature is
measured before and
after the food has
been burnt. The
change in temperature
shows how much
energy has been
transferred.

When a gas is cooled it
condenses turning into
a liquid.

When a liquid is
cooled it freezes
turning it into a solid.

Energy
transfers

Electrical appliances
transform electrical
energy into other
forms of energy that
are useful to us.

During an energy
transformation some
energy is lost to the
surroundings. This is
wasted energy. The
more energy that is
lost the less efficient
the appliance is.
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